Exploitation Engineer - Asset Lead - Central Alberta
Overview
The successful candidate, with 10-15 years of oil & gas experience, will work as part of the Development
Team to develop depletion strategies, evaluate drilling opportunities and propose strategic business
opportunities. You will work in a team environment with geological, land and operational professionals to
manage and enhance the assets. The role includes developing a multi-year drilling inventory and identifying
new zones and opportunities on a significant operated well and land base. A key function is project
management with an emphasis on ensuring timely and cost-effective execution of development projects.
You must be proficient in economic evaluation, scenario planning, management presentation preparation
and technical writing. The role is based in Calgary and reports to the Exploitation Manager.

Location: Calgary, AB

Exploitation Engineer - Asset Lead - Central Alberta
The Role













Experience in Central Alberta, sweet and sour gas plants & oil batteries, debottlenecking projects,
and joint ventures will be an asset in this role
Additional experience in the Peach River Arch will also be considered an asset
Recommend and prepare development plans, prepare budgets, reserves and resource
evaluations, and work with corporate development on potential acquisitions and long-range
development planning
Perform technical reviews and provide recommendations on exploration activities
With guidance and support, manage capital spending projects and ensure they are on time and
on budget
Perform economic analysis of capital projects
Perform technical writing of investment papers, and champion PowerPoint material, in support of
seeking Executive Management approvals for multiple projects throughout the year
Prepare post investment analysis for projects
Develop oil and gas reserves by developing a strategy and obtaining approval for multi well
drilling projects
Recommend reactivations of suspended wells and identify and evaluate by-pass pay zones
Responsible for evaluating the assets and preparing the economic runs for your specific assets.
The scope includes liaison with the Independent Reserve Evaluation firm to achieve proper
recognition of company assets. You will defend your reserve evaluation to the internal reserve
review committee, internal auditors and external auditors.
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The Person











Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering
Intermediate to Senior level of experience (10-15 years) in oil and gas exploration and production
with a minimum of 5 years of experience in exploitation
Track record and understanding of workflow, regulation and business practice in the Western
Canadian Sedimentary Basin
Software experience with proficient decline curve analysis, reserves database management, and
cash flow analysis (recent experience with Value Navigator and GeoScout is ideal)
Proven leadership skills: a strong team player with the ability to work comfortably with all
disciplines
Strong interpersonal and communication skills with an open, honest and consistent approach to
working with others
An active listener with excellent presentation and public speaking skills
Personal management skills; demonstrates self-confidence and interpersonal flexibility,
perseverance and integrity
Multiple tasks oriented with the ability to efficiently prioritize to manage tight deadlines
Strong understanding for organizational challenges and processes; must possess a strong
entrepreneurial flair while committed to excellence and innovation in the workplace.

Exploitation Engineer - Asset Lead - Central Alberta
The Company
Canlin Energy Corporation is a privately held, long reserve life, natural gas weighted producer in the
Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin. Our E&P business produces over 40,000 boe per day from
predominantly operated wells, infrastructure and facilities. Canlin’s key priorities are running a safe and
sustainable business, focusing our portfolio, improving productivity, generating value from our midstream
assets and investing for growth and value.
Please visit us at www.canlinenergy.com to learn more about our operations.

